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Sonderborg is a Danish Municipality beautifully located 

near the Baltic Sea in Southern Denmark. We are 300 km 

drive from Copenhagen, and 200 km drive from Hamburg 

Germany. Sonderborg has a population of 76,000 people, 

of which 27,000 people live in the Sonderborg city area. 

The 850 year old Sonderborg castle and the Battlefields 

of Dybbøl (1864) showcase Sonderborg’s rich cultural 

heritage together with a vibrant modern community. 

We focus on good education, culture, living and business. 

Sonderborg is home for leading global tech companies 

like Danfoss and Linak. 

What we want

Sonderborg aims to be a ZEROcarbon growth area 20 

years ahead of Denmark. ZEROcarbon means phasing 

out all energy-related carbon-emissions. 

ProjectZero is the vision for making Sonderborg ZERO-

carbon by 2029, creating sustainable growth and new 

green jobs along the road - based on ambitious carbon 

reduction goals and new Bright Green Business solutions.     

Our vision is a powerful innovation engine for new solu-

tions and business concepts. The innovation engine will 

show the future use of energy, food, water and other 

resources. 

What we do

We strive to create market-driven concepts benefitting 

citizens and businesses. We do this by developing new 

solutions and collaborative partnerships based on smart 

climate solutions. 

What we aim at achieving 

In 2007, the City Council of Sonderborg adopted the vi-

sion of becoming ZEROcarbon. Since then, approximately 

800 new green jobs have been created. By 2014, the 

Sonderborg-area has reduced its CO2 emission by 30%, 

well beyond the first sub-goal of 25% emission reduction 

by 2015. The next sub-goal is to achieve a 50% reduction 

by 2020 (compared to the 2007-baseline). This will create 

almost 1000 new jobs, and the perspective of becoming 

ZEROcarbon by 2029.

A robust open platform for participation 

Roadmap2020 is built on ProjectZero’s past years of 

experience from Roadmap2015 and the Masterplan2029, 

which provide the overall framework for the creation of 

the ZEROcarbon Sonderborg by 2029. Roadmap2020 

outlines our plan to meet the next set of goals.

www.projectzero.dk

Copenhagen

Hamburg

Sonderborg



In Sonderborg we think big and act.

We are driven by enthusiasm - new technology and 

science can be used to create a better life. Within that 

principle, a major part of our business is developing new 

technological solutions to save power, for which the whole 

world desires.   

Many people travel vast distances to visit Sonderborg to 

see how our citizens, institutions and businesses jointly 

transform the area to a sustainable CO2 neutral future. 

ProjectZero’s Roadmap2020 is an important milestone on 

the road to becoming ZEROcarbon by 2029. 

The challenges are significant, but together we will show 

that it´s possible to solve them.

We have a strong local interest in climate and energy. Our 

desire is to do more to identify and develop the solutions 

that are necessary to achieve the 2020 goal. Several of 

the factors that will be decisive to a continued success 

are yet unknown. It is not yet possible to draw the com-

plete roadmap towards the year 2020.   

However, through active participation of approximately 

100 local citizens and national experts, we have suc-

ceeded to create specific proposals for future solutions 

and business concepts. These concepts outline how the 

climate challenges of tomorrow can be solved.  

Our concept opens new opportunities for market-based 

energy and climate solutions though new partnerships. 

This creates business and jobs while reducing CO2 emis-

We achieve our goals! 
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sions. The concepts do not always represent the entire 

solution, but they are facilitators for “Sonderborg’s Great 

Transition”.   

Sonderborg´s Great Transition is a story about solutions

and determination created through commitment, col-

laboration and networking across industries and civil 

society. It is the story of how we develop green lifestyles 

for ourselves and the next generations. Our children are 

given a tailored curriculum from kindergarten onward.  

They are taught how to live in a sustainable, innovative 

and interconnected world. These values also charac-

terize the everyday life of our university and international 

businesses and thereby also support the Bright Green 

Business creation.

It is now up to all of us: citizens, businesses, organiza-

tions, educational institutions, utility companies and our 

municipality to jointly implement the next exiting phase 

of the ProjectZero vision.

Peter Mads Clausen

Chairman of The ProjectZero Foundation (2007-2014)

Chairman of The Danfoss Foundation



ProjectZero is the vision of creating economic growth and 

new jobs in Sonderborg, transitioning to a ZEROcarbon 

society. This is what we call “The Great Transition”. By 

2020, a 50% CO2 reduction is expected to be achieved. 

The ProjectZero vision is a demonstration for Denmark 

and the rest of the world on how CO2 reductions and 

growth go hand in hand. 

Roadmap2020 is a specific proposal for how the Sonder-

borg area can achieve its ambitious 2020 goal through 

market-based partnerships that accelerate the transition 

and kick-start new development projects.

Roadmap2020 consist of “SixBigConcepts.” Three focus 

segments are based on the Roadmap2015 learning: 

Community & Citizens, Business and the Public Sector. 

Each of the focus segment programs have been reviewed 

and fine-tuned to maximize impact based on value 

creation, networks and cross-sector synergies for the 

Roadmap2020.

Three Focus Sectors

Community & Citizens: Educating and engaging the 

citizens based on value and benefit creation. Specific 

programs include ZEROhome, ZEROdrivers license and 

House of Science.

Businesses: Partnering with business to develop and 

share best practices to save energy and reduce carbon-

footprint. Specific programs include ZERO+Business, 

ZEROshop and financial optimization. 

Public Sector: Create policies and funds to reduce the 

public sectors carbon footprint by energy retrofitting 

public buildings and schools in cooperation with utility 

companies. 

Roadmap2020 also describes three new specific 

business-oriented Development Themes, to be incor-

porated by private and public stakeholders assisted by 

the ProjectZero Company: SmartGrid, Bio-Economy and 

Green Transportation.

Three new Development Themes 

SmartGrid: The joint regional development of a Smart 

Grid phasing-in more renewable energy e.g. solar and 

wind. 

Bio-Economy: Active involvement of businesses that 

use biomass resources in production of food, energy, bio-

based products and the establishment of new bio-energy 

production facilities in the Sonderborg area. 

Green Transportation: Develop coherent solutions 

and concepts for green transportation in urban and rural 

areas.

For the SixBigConcepts to work, it requires commitment 

and active stakeholder participation within and outside the 

Sonderborg area. Therefore, Roadmap2020 is an open 

platform for all interested stakeholders to participate and 

benefit from. Bright Green Business and learning potential 

will occur from growth as a result of new partnerships, 

technology development and implementation towards 

2020.  

The following pages will describe each of the SixBigCon-

cepts by outlining the goals, challenges, best practice 

examples and specific tasks to come.

Peter Rathje

CEO, ProjectZero Company

How to use Roadmap2020: 
Focus on green growth and job creation
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The SixBigConcepts

Since its creation in 2007, the ProjectZero vision has 

inspired citizens and businesses to implement green 

initiatives. An impact analysis conducted by NIRAS 

(an independent Danish consulting engineering company) 

of the impact on job creation and investment concluded 

in 2013 that implementing the ProjectZero vision has cre-

ated about 800 new green jobs since 2007. 

The implementation of Roadmap2020 is projected to 

create additional 900 new green jobs annually. Almost 

80% of the new jobs will be created in Sonderborg and 

Southern Jutland. Large capital investments are expected 

in tandem. 

From 2015 onward, it is expected that the Sonderborg 

areas’ green transition will “attract” 700 million DKK 

(129.6 million USD) in capital investments per annum. 

Local businesses are expected to contribute with about 

200 million DKK (37.0 million USD) every year as well. 

The analysis shows that regional, sub-regional and cross-

border projects and cooperation have a great additional 

potential for job creation in Sonderborg. 

Additional growth potential will be generated by export of 

Bright Green Business solutions, international business

participation in new demonstration projects, visitors 

spending and the enhanced global branding and market-

ing of ProjectZero’s efforts.

The vast majority of the new jobs (42%) will be created 

within the building and construction sector, due to the 

expected investments in new energy-efficient solutions by 

homeowners and citizens. 

In the coming years, the Sonderborg area expects to 

install large costal wind turbine project and a new bio-

refinery. The related job creation has not been calculated 

because the exact implementation of these projects are 

not yet clear. Due to similar uncertainties, the jobs created 

by Sonderborg’s Bright Green Business solution companies 

is not included in our economic projections.     

The vision: 
A Green Growth Engine for Sonderborg 
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                                       Annual job creation  Accumulated jobs

Sonderborg Municipality 490 2456

Remaining part of 
Southern Jutland  276 1379

Remaining part of 
Southern Denmark  67 335

Greater Denmark  154  771
 
Total 987 4941

The total estimated direct and indirect impact on employment as a result 
of the implementation of Roadmap2020. The indirect employment impact 
is only calculated for the Municipality of Sonderborg. Accumulated figures 
cover the accumulated job creation during 2015 - 2020. 
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Community/Citizens

Businesses 

The Public Sector  

SmartGrid 

Bio-Economy 

Green Transportation 

9 %

5 %28  %

19  %

21 %
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The SixBigConcepts Carbon reductions

CO2 reductions 2015 - 2020

The distributions of the 2015-2020 accumulated carbon 

reduction (150,000 tons of CO2) in per cent of the total 

reduction 



Goals 
Community and citizens are important resources in the 

transition and will continue to be challenged by improving 

energy efficiency. Not only heating in their homes, lighting 

and appliances, but also awareness of the use and sources 

of energy.     

 

During 2015 to 2020 the focus segment of Community 

& Citizens must reduce their CO2 emissions by more than 

33,700 tons. This corresponds to 21% of the total 

Roadmap2020 reduction. 

Challenges
New programs and initiatives shall be driven by business, 

based on new cross sector partnerships to offer the 

community and citizens the best possible private energy 

solutions. 

Attractive solutions for energy-efficient renovations must 

be available and easily understood by all citizens.

Better and more attractive financing options must be 

secured to motivate citizens to make the necessary 

investments. 

Local craftsmen must take a lead in providing the citizens 

with information and guidance on energy renovations.     

The good examples 
Since 2010 ProjectZero has created the ZEROhome 

program to engage homeowners to energy retrofit their 

buildings/homes. Over 1,100 private homeowners in 

Sonderborg have been visited by trained ZEROhome 

energy advisors to improve awareness about options and 

motivation to act. At the same time, the ZEROconstruc-

tion program has trained 65% of the area’s craftsmen in 

state of the art energy consulting and -solutions.

The program support have enabled over 600 homeown-

ers to invest an average of 155,000 DKK (28,700 USD) 

in mainly building improvements. The average household 

saved 5,800 MWh. The savings are equivalent to 2,000 

tons of CO2 per-annum for the entire Sonderborg area. 

The total investments by private home-owners equivalent 

to 105 million DKK (19.4 million USD) since 2010. 

The specific tasks 
We will continue to facilitate the training of efficient and 

dedicated energy advisors in the construction industry to 

ensure that home owners have the best information, guid-

ance and confidence in the transition. In order to speed 

up the transition of the public housing sector, a new inno-

vative cooperation between Sonderborg`s seven housing 

associations and their residents will be established.  

Community & Citizens 
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Focus segment 

Udviklingstema

Key players

• The ZEROconstruction program and EUC Syd (technical  

 college and vocational training school) train craftsmen as  

 energy advisors

• The housing associations of Sonderborg in a project  

 cooperation with EUC Syd and contracting company  

 Jorton

• The private rental housing owners 

• The citizens of Sonderborg
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New participation methods will be developed for the 

transition in the private rental buildings sector. 

In order to promote energy renovation of the housing 

stock, new concepts and cooperation with partners will 

be developed. Specifically, cooperation and solutions with 

local craftsmen must be developed to accelerate the shift 

of heating sources to renewables.

Impact and value creation
We will get an energy-optimized housing stock across all 

housing sectors. The stock will be better prepared to meet 

the future Nearly Zero Energy Buildings Directive, promul-

gating that the European housing stock to use 90% less 

energy by 2050.

Less energy consumption improves the building’s energy 

label, lowers the energy cost and improves the building’s 

sales price, when the building is offered for sale. 

The initiatives also ensures further job creation and growth 

in the construction industry.

Did you know…

• There are 18,600 private homes in Sonderborg,  

 averaging 65 years of age?

• That approximately 94% of Sonderborg`s houses have  

 an energy label of “D” or less?

• From 2016, it is not permitted for the homeowners to  

 replace an old oil burner with a new one, if they are  

 able to connect to district heating?

• That EU strong policy ambitions for energy-retrofitting  

 all buildings so that energy consumption in buildings/ 

 homes by 2050 will be reduced by 90% ? 

7A B C D E F G



Goals 
Sonderborg’s manufacturing, trade, agriculture and 

construction industries must reduce their CO2 emissions 

by another 28,000 tons before 2020. This corresponds to 

18% of Sonderborg’s total CO2-emmission reduction from 

2015 to 2020.

All local companies must be aware of opportunities and 

motivated to participate and contribute.

The majority of the companies must commit to specific 

initiatives in order to reduce their energy consumption. 

Accelerate green growth further through scaling up Bright 

Green Business solutions developed by Sonderborg’s 

leading technology companies.  

Challenges
The financial crisis caused a decrease in economic 

activity, which also decreased CO2 emissions. As the 

economic recovery commences, companies will have to 

work hard to maintain and improve the post-financial crisis 

levels of CO2 emissions. The economic recovery must be 

CO2 neutral. 

Analysis shows that our companies normally invest in 

projects with a payback period of four years maximum. 

This is challenging as many investments in CO2 reduc-

tion and energy savings take longer to accumulate gains. 

This will continue to be a major sticking point for many 

companies. 

Key players

• Businesses, shops, energy companies, consultants  

 and solution providers

• Electrician companies are trained as energy advisors  

 and assist shops to achieve further carbon reductions

The good examples 

ProjectZero has developed a business concept called 

ZERO+Business. It consist of two programs: the ZERO-

company and the ZEROshop program. 

The ZEROcompany program trains companies in the most 

effective practices to reduce energy consumption and CO2 

emissions while maintaining or improving competitiveness 

in the market. 45 local companies are committed to the 

ZEROcompany program, reducing their carbon footprint 

from 10 to 45%. 

Several of these companies have specifically developed 

products and services offering climate and energy saving 

solutions to all kind of applications – what we call Bright 

Green Business. 

The ZEROshop program enables storefront retailers to save 

energy and lower carbon emissions on site or in their sup-

ply chain.  Almost 100 of Sonderborg´s shops and small 

business have committed to the ZEROshop program. 

They have received a free energy screening by ProjectZero 

or local electrician companies, which has helped them to 

reduce their CO2 emission from 10 to 45%. 

The specific tasks
Sonderborg areas’ Corporate Social Reasonability (CSR) 

culture must become more cooperative in finding joint 

solutions to reduce CO2 emissions while growing and 

creating green jobs.

Businesses 
Focus segment 

A CO2 neutra l 
Sonderborg

 go ZEROClimate strategy 
and action plan

Involvement and 
branding

CSR, buttomline
and savings

Follow–up 
and further 
reduction

Carbon-footprint 
Verification

Carbon 
Disclosure 

Project
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ProjectZero and partners will facilitate a best practice 

business solutions knowledge base to be shared. This will 

enable businesses to develop ambitious carbon footprint  

reductions strategies, improve their bottom line and 

strengthen their CSR-activities. These synergies go hand 

in hand with the implementation of Roadmap2020.

Value and impact
The ZERO+Business concept does more than facilitate a 

better bottom line and improve the environment: partici-

pating firms in ZEROcompany and ZEROshop demon-

strate strong corporate social responsibility values. This 

is key to build a strong loyal community relationships and 

develop new Bright Green Business markets. 

By executing the ZERO+Business concept another 250 

jobs are annually expected to be created within the  

Businesses focus segment.

The successful creation of new Bright Green Business 

solutions will be based on businesses’ core competencies, 

lessons learned in Sonderborg’s demonstration lab and 

scaling-up opportunities abroad.   

9

Committet to a carbon
neutral Sonderborg
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Did you know...

• Global technology leaders like LINAK, OJ Electronics  

 and Danfoss have their corporate headquarters in  

 Sonderborg

• LINAK is a company that is pioneering the actuator  

 market within healthcare, office, energy and home-  

 based lifting applications. Linak employs people in  

 26 countries. LINAK aims to become CO2 neutral by  

 improving energy efficiency and using energy from 

 local renewables

• OJ Electronics is a leading manufacturer of floor  

 heating control systems. OJ Electronics has devel- 

 oped a corporate climate and energy policy which has  

 resulted in a 46% CO2 reduction from 2011 to 2013. 

• Danfoss is a global energy and climate technology  

 leader, with operations in more than 100 countries 

 and with more than 24,000 employees

• The businesses in the Sonderborg- area accounted 

 for 39% of the area’s CO2 emission by 2011

• There are approximately 300 agriculture farms in 

 Sonderborg



Goals
The public sector must reduce its CO2 emission by 8,000 

tons by 2020. That is twice the expected reduction by 

2015. The reduction must primarily come from heating, 

lighting and appliances.   

Challenges 
From 2007-2011 the public sector was unable to curb 

CO2 emissions, despite several good cases and ambi-

tions. We need a strong commitment to achieve Sonder-

borg’s 2020 goal.

The good examples
The Municipality of Sonderborg has shown a strong 

commitment to achieving a 25% CO2 reduction within its 

own operation. Such initiatives include the monitoring of 

general operational energy use, retrofitting of municipal 

buildings and schools and facilitating green learning and 

education. 

Sønderborg Forsyning is Sonderborg’s public water, 

energy and waste utility company. The utility company has 

initiated a plan to transition into CO2 neutral operations by:

• Bio-gas generator using sewage 

• Efficient sorting of household waste by citizens, 

• Mounting 1,300 m2 of solar panels on its administration  

 buildings 

• Adding SmartGrid management solutions to its thous- 

 ands of water pumps

The area’s schools have created a “green thread” in the 

school curriculum from kindergarten to Ph.D courses. 

They are based on climate, innovation and sustainabil-

ity. The City Council supports the green curriculum that 

started in the school year 2013/14. 

The municipality’s school administration has collaborated 

with the (private non-profit) School of Production and the 

EUC Syd (the technical college and vocational training 

school) to retrofit school buildings and construct new to 

be more energy efficient. 

This demonstrates environmental sustainability in the 

actually learning environment. This shows our youth we 

are serious about climate change and encourages their 

commitment, participation and support in the future. 

The specific tasks 
The ZEROcity business concept will enable Sonderborg 

as an entire community to become a best practice model, 

demonstrating the newest energy and climate solutions 

used for the green transition.

 

Collaboration across sectors and stakeholders are key to 

success. The transition will include new innovative finan-

cing instruments and solutions. Increased focus on Bright 

Green Business with global scaling will accelerate the 

value creation to participating stakeholders and consoli-

date “Sonderborg’s Great Transition”. 

The professionalization of new “green business tourism” 

initiatives with efficient and effective service and follow up 

on visiting guests will increase the awareness of Project-

Zero. Supporting educational learning and consulting 

must be strengthened to inspire cities all over the world to 

get started and achieve ambitious ZEROcarbon goals.

Establishment of strong stakeholder partnerships across 

the municipality who can challenge the current thought 

paradigm will be required. Sonderborg must actively 

engage in regional networks both north and south of the 

border to create a larger market for green business devel-

opment and to impact regional thinking and policies.  

The Public Sector  
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Focus segment 

Did you know… 

• Sonderborg is visited weekly by delegations from abroad  

 who seek inspiration for own local carbon reduction   

 initiatives

• Sonderborg accounted for 29 out of 35 green transition/  

 sustainability projects in Southern Jutland in a national 

 promotion project featured by Danish National Television 

 in 2013. www.voresomstilling.dk  

 



Value and impact
8,000 tons of CO2 can be saved for the benefit of the 

climate while taxpayers save operating costs. 

The “Bright Green Business” solutions and knowledge is 

scalable and has large global market potentials. Cities act 

while nations talk and cities represent a new growing 

buying group for the business segment.

Businesses and citizens have new competencies 

and embrace new sustainable behavior necessary for 

a sustainable transition of our cities.

Key players 

• The Municipality of Sonderborg (as company and local 

 authority) and utility company “Sønderborg Forsyning”  

 with its ambitions to become a first mover in 

 implementing SmartGrid solutions

• The Public-Private Partnerships behind ProjectZero in  

 cooperation with firms, utility companies, universities  

 and other institutions from all over the world that will  

 assist creating a full-scale transition - based on what  

 cities can achieve 

• Sonderborg´s learning and educational institutions

• Citizens and businesses’ of Sonderborg

10 11
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Augustenborg

Nordborg

Guderup

Høruphav

Sonderborg

Broager

Gråsten

Goals 
The ambition of the Smart Grid Development Theme is to 

develop and demonstrate the future integrated SmartGrid 

solution at city-level in Sonderborg. The goal is to develop 

a full scale demonstration that strategically connects the 

energy demand and supply, based on electricity as lead-

ing future energy source, combined with green district 

heating and green gas from renewable sources. 

On the supply side, Sonderborg´s renewable energy pro-

duction capacity must be expanded with 25 MW through 

a combination from 15 MW wind and 10 MW of solar 

energy output by 2020. 

Demonstration and development projects must promote 

the integration of renewable energy into a “SmartGrid” 

demonstration area. The first demonstration and develop-

ment project of this kind is ZERO-GI. 

The continued expansion of Sonderborg’s district heating 

networks must be coordinated and supported. This will 

ensure a stronger utilization of the established renewable 

energy production facilities.

From 2015 to 2020, the SmartGrid initiatives are expected 

to reduce Sonderborg’s CO2 emissions by at least 43,000 

tons. This is equivalent to 28% of the total scheduled 

reductions during 2015-2020.

Challenges
Securing a strong community support to the establishment

of large renewable installation facilities, such as wind farms.

Securing value creation for all parties involved in the 

expansion of renewable energy capacity and within the 

SmartGrid projects. 

Managing changing frames and policy conditions pro-

vided at national and EU-level. 

The good examples 
Sønderborg Fjernvarme (district heating company) has 

established Denmark’s first commercial geothermal hot 

water plant and is one of the greenest district heating 

producers in the country based on multiple renewable 

resources. Gråsten Fjernvarme follows the same model 

transitioning from fossil fuel to solar heat and biomass 

- and was 2015 nominated as Sustania100 candidate.    

Sønderborg Fjernvarme has increased its impact from 

34% (in 2013) to cover more than 43% of Sonderborg´s 

total heating demand. The wind energy capacity has been 

increased by 50% and the solar capacity doubled within 

two years.

Several SmartGrid-related projects have been initiated.  

The company GODevelopment is creating a new innova-

tive energy storage system. The GOD-solution accumu-

lates electricity from wind in a high-pressure pumped 

water-based system. Enabling surplus of electricity from 

wind to be stored and turned back to electricity when 

required by the SmartGrid.

Future surplus of wind energy will also be accumulated 

as hot water in Sonderborg`s district heating networks.  

Augustenborg Fjernvarme has installed an electric boiler 

and Broager Fjernvarme plans to install a large electric 

heat pump to produce heat from green electricity when 

the energy system is overloaded with wind energy. 

25 smart heat-pumps have been installed in private 

homes. They save money for the homeowners by accu-

mulating heat in the buildings when energy prices are low 

and gather data for future development of new SmartGrid 

home-solutions. 

A Smart Grid

Key players

Wind Power Capacity: citizens (future neighbors), land-

owners (investors and hosts), energy companies (investors 

and distributors), the Municipality and the City Council 

(authority and a frame setting), university scientists and 

NGO`s like  the Danish Society of Nature Conservation. 

Photovoltaic Capacity: house associations, the Munici-

pality, farmers, local technology suppliers and SE 

ZERO-GI: the Danfoss Company, SE, CLEAN Cluster, 

district heating companies, A/C-service companies and 

supermarkets.

Development Theme 
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The specific tasks
Sonderborg must establish an additional 15 MW from in-

land wind turbines in Sonderborg before the end of 2020 

by initiating part of Sonderborg`s municipal “Theme Plan 

for Wind Turbines”. The establishment must cooperate 

with all stakeholders and maintain high local ownership.  

Implement targeted campaigns to ensure continued 

expansion of Sonderborg`s total installed photovoltaic (PV) 

solar capacity. This will be based on a collaboration with 

the area’s PV-stakeholders and include house associa-

tions, farmers, the municipality (as building owner and as 

authority), local technology suppliers and SE.  

Develop and establish a ZERO-GI supermarket demon-

stration plant in Sonderborg and pursue other SmartGrid 

opportunities in partnerships between relevant stakeholders. 

Value and impact
A dynamic and SmartGrid-based energy system is key to 

achieving both national and international targets phasing-

out fossil fuels and phasing-in energy from wind and other 

renewable sources. And it adds economic growth and job 

creation at local, regional and national levels.  

Expanding the production of renewable energy creates 

value for local investors and new green jobs during the 

implementation phase. 

Sonderborg becomes increasingly self-supporting with 

renewable energy.

Did you know...

• Sønderborg Fjernvarme and Gråsten Fjernvarme supply  

 the citizens and companies with district heating based  

 on almost 100% renewable energy sources

• The world´s first intelligent heat pump was installed by  

 a Sonderborg citizen Christel Juhl Thomsen in Høruphav  

 in 2010

• During 2013, almost 9 MW out of Sonderborg´s 2015  

 goal of 10 MW of Photo Voltaic was installed. During  

 2014-15 additional 9 MW PV capacity has been added

ZERO-GI is a play of words: synergy and exergy (energy 

quality and availability). The ZERO-GI concept aims to use 

excess heat and overcapacity in cooling systems (e.g. 

from supermarkets) to deliver heat into the district heating 

system in an intelligent and dynamic way. 

Glossary:

PV (Photo Voltaic) is a term for a solar cell-based technol-

ogy that produces electricity from solar radiation.  

RE (Renewable Energy) is a generic term for energy 

based on sustainable energy sources such as wind, sun, 

geothermal etc.
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Goals
Towards 2020, Sonderborg aim at transitioning into a 

national demonstration area for a sustainable manufacture 

of biomass based products. 

New sustainable concepts and systems shall be developed 

and tested based on local resources and generating eco-

nomic growth and new jobs.

Strong local demand for locally-produced bio-energy shall 

contribute to phasing out the local use of fossil fuels.

During 2015-2020, the Bio-Economy Development 

Theme is expected to reduce Sonderborg’s CO2 emis-

sions by   more than 30,500 tons, equivalent to 19% of the 

total expected reduction during the same timeline.

Challenges 
The competing demand for biomass from food, materials 

and energy manufacturing is a challenge for rethinking the 

future use of resources.

   

There is still uncertainty regarding which technology 

solutions will become profitable standards in Denmark 

and abroad.

Win-win-win - all value chain stakeholders must see a 

profitable business and have incentives to participate 

actively in the transition as suppliers, manufacturers and 

consumers.

It is challenging to secure financing to develop scale 

production of bio-based materials.

The good examples
Sonderborg’s district heating plants have almost phased 

out fossil fuels and instead undertaken extensive use of 

bio-mass to produce heat for buildings. The plants in 

Sonderborg, Gråsten and Vollerup turn waste, wood 

chips, wood pellets, straw and bio-oil into heat. District 

heating has created an increased local demand for bio-

mass. The use of bio-mass has become an important 

step towards a 100% CO2 neutral heating.

Sonderborg  already has three bio-gas plants: Clausen 

Biogas at Nord-Als (manure-, biomass- based), the 

Sonderborg Sewage Treatment Plant (sewage sludge 

from waste-water treatment-based) and at Skodsbøl 

Deponi (waste-based).

In collaboration with the Municipality of Sonderborg, the 

Sønderborg Forsyning, LandboSyd (farmers association) 

and ProjectZero have surveyed the biomass-potentials of 

the Sonderborg-area and concluded that Sonderborg has 

great potentials for exploring the Bio-Economy opportu-

nities.

Sønderborg Forsyning is a partner in an unprecedented 

initiative to collect and use the area’s organic household 

waste for new biomass facilities.  

Since March 2012, the sewage treatment plant in 

Sonderborg has been CO2 neutral. The facility uses 

sewage sludge to produce biogas, which is converted 

into electricity and heating.

The specific tasks
Roadmap2020 recommends an integrated three-pronged 

approach to a future sustainable use of the Sonderborg 

area’s biomass resources:

Establishment of a bio-gas plant that will produce 10  

million Normal Cubic Meters of gas. This shall be based  

on a combination of livestock manure and bio-mass  

waste from other local sources. 

A “Waste-to-value” demonstration project turning food 

waste and other residual biomass into high-value  

products such as proteins and fertilizers. Residual  

waste is utilized at the biogas plant. 

Establishing a bio-refinery in the Sonderborg-area,  

alternatively make use of Sonderborg´s biomass in a new 

joint regional solution.

Bio-Economy
Development Theme
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Value and impact 
Biomass contributes significantly to a future fossil-free 

society.

The development of bio-economic solutions and systems 

has a considerable export potential and can potentially 

create a significant number of local jobs.  

The use of bio-fuel and biogas will support a green transi-

tion within the transport sector.

Companies and public institutions can strengthen their 

green profiles by switching to bio-energy based products 

and services. 

Key players

• Biomass suppliers, owners, manufacturers, farmers,  

 Sønderborg Forsyning, local food manufacturers etc.

• The Municipality of Sonderborg (as authority, facilitator  

 and consumer)

• Energy companies and operators (SE, DONG Energy,  

 NGF Nature, E.ON and others) 

• End users (businesses, energy producers, citizens, 

 the transport sector)

Did you know...

• More than 700,000 tons of manure are produced per  

 year in the Sonderborg-area - mainly from pig-farming

• Biomass and wind energy are the two main pillars of  

 Denmark’s future energy system

• Proteins, food ingredients and phosphorus can be  

 extracted from food waste, green residuals and 

 process waste from the food industry
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Taxi/rentalcar

Car sharing

Private car

Flight

Public trans-
portation

Utility bikes

Cycling

Walking /
Running

The specific tasks
Towards the year 2020, it is important to change citizen’ 

attitudes on Green Transportation options. We must  

generate the means for information, education, and infra-

structure at both the collective and individual levels 

– we must make Green Transportation easy, safe and 

smart especially for citizens.

A new local Green Transportation portal webpage must 

provide answers to relevant questions and influence 

citizens to start using green transport options.

Campaigns will support people switching use to bicycles 

(and electric bicycles) instead of cars.

Companies with more than ten vehicles will be offered 

“fleet consultancy”, where a consultant can contribute to 

a more efficient utilization of the fleet. 

The Municipality is exploring the possibility of establishing 

a Green Transportation center to create a green service 

and logistics center for professional commercial and 

public transportation. This will create new opportunities to 

bundle transport logistics making better use of capacity.

The Traficpyramide
 Source: Bicycle Innovation Lab

Green Transportation
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Development Theme

Goals 
Sonderborg is a pioneer in implementing green transpor-

tation solutions and today the Municipality of Sonderborg 

enjoys both the status of being Denmark`s first “Green 

Transportation Municipality” and the “bike-municipality of 

Southern Denmark”. But transitioning to Green Transpor-

tation requires also new thinking, policies, planning and 

more action. 

From 2015 to 2020, the Green Transportation Develop-

ment Theme initiatives are expected to reduce Sonder-

borg’s CO2 emission by   more than 15,000 tons. This 

accounts for 9% of the total scheduled reductions during 

the same timeline.

Challenges
Economic gains of transitioning to green methods of 

transportation.

Changing behavior and attitudes.  

Lack of user familiarity with alternative green transpor-

tation means.

The good examples 
70 Sonderborg families have participated in the 

“Test an Electric Car” program. 

Since 2009, the Municipality of Sonderborg has been 

certified as a Green Transportation Municipality.

Post Danmark (Danish Mail) and the Municipality of 

Sonderborg use electric bicycles and electric vehicles. 

Danfoss, SE, Sonderborg Forsyning among other com-

panies have also integrated electric vehicles in their 

operations. 



Value and impact 
There are three major benefits of the Green Transportation 

Development Theme: 

• The citizens health will improve, due more widespread use  

 of bicycles and corresponding reduction in car traffic. This  

 will potentially also lead to less cars in the old city center  

 and a reduction in rush-hour traffic. 

• Noise, particulate and CO2 emissions in urban and rural  

 areas will be reduced as more vehicles become “green”. 

• Sonderborg’s green transition will be highly visible to both  

 residents and visitors due to more green vehicles in use.

Key players

• Motivation and participation of citizens are important,  

 as citizens are private transport consumers as well as  

 employees. It is key to improve citizens’ knowledge and  

 experience with green transportation means.

• The Municipality of Sonderborg is a transportation front  

 runner with its own cars and the public transportation.  

 The municipality undertakes information campaigns on  

 Green Transportation.

• The participation of local companies are important. 

 Companies participate by switching company vehicles,  

 develop low carbon logistic plans for transportation of  

 goods etc.

 

Did you know...

• More than 13% of Sonderborg´s citizens are using  

 bicycles as a primary means of  transportation.

• More than 32,000 cars are registered in Sonderborg,  

 with an average age of 9.3 years.

• Sonderborg`s largest companies in relation to transport  

 of goods are Danish Crown (food), Danfoss (industry),  

 LINAK (industry), Sønderborg Forsyning (waste) and 

 the local hospital.
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Sonderborg’s transition to a CO2 neutral community 

require that citizens and businesses understand and com-

mit to the SixBigConcepts. Consequently, ProjectZero has 

created partnerships with key educational institutions to 

ensure that community is offered early green learning from 

Kindergarten to PhD and  in-service training of craftsmen.

Sonderborg’s House of Science is an education network 

which facilitates a green curriculum from Kindergarten 

to PhD. The curriculum’s focus is on climate, innovation 

and sustainability. The City Council has approved the 

green curriculum through which the House of Science has 

ensured that thousands of students are actively a part of 

Sonderborg’s great transition.

Examples:

In the winter of 2012, more than 100 citizens have joined 

the ZEROdriverslicense learning program. The citizens 

now know how to “drive” energy consumption in their 

homes and actively promote energy saving in local society 

- as Ambassadors.  

Sonderborg-area’s craftsmen have significantly strength-

ened their energy consulting. 65% have participated in 

energy advisor training programs. The ZEROconstruction 

project, also lead by EUC Syd, facilitates energy instillation 

skills for craftsmen in Sonderborg and other municipalities

of the Southern Denmark Region. It is funded by the 

European Social Fund and the Southern Denmark Growth 

Forum. 

Combing education and real world training, students from 

the Business Academy SydVest and the University of 

Southern Denmark collaborate with local craftsmen and 

industrial companies to solve specific cases or undertake 

joint projects. These partnerships have made consider-

able contributions. 

On the finance side, the local banks and real estate com-

panies have been trained to understand how energy 

efficiency can strengthen personal finances of home-

owners and ensure a better selling price of real-estate in 

future.

New activities will include a training package for municipal 

schools. The package will inform children about biking 

and green transport. It includes child-adult interaction. In 

this way, young people may act as “change agents” to 

improve the families transport habits.

Sonderborg is in the process of becoming a UNESCO 

Learning City.

A green thread in education
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Countries, cities, companies and citizens are all looking 

for sustainable solutions that work. The solutions must be 

economically, environmentally and socially beneficial.

Sonderborg’s ProjectZero public-private partnership has 

become a global role model for how society can turn local 

energy saving and carbon reduction ambitions into action, 

based on specific plans and local ownership. 

In 2010, ProjectZero received the EU Sustainable Energy 

Award for “Sustainable Energy Communities”. Today 

ProjectZero participates in a variety of networks and 

cooperation nationally and internationally. Several of 

these are among the world’s leading climate and energy 

networks for cities and universities:

• The Climate Positive Development Program working  

 with the Clinton Climate Initiative – in cooperation with  

 C40 Cities.

• NORD-STAR - ProjectZero is the only non-university  

 partner in the joint “Nordic Centre of Excellence” within  

 climate research.

• Sonderborg has signed a Friendship City partnership  

 with the Chinese City of Baoding (11 million citizens),  

 the partnership was originally initiated by WWF in 2008. 

• Sonderborg participates in the “Covenant of Mayors”  

 cooperation which includes both European and 

 Chinese cities. In 2012, Sonderborg was a co-signer  

 by the EU-cooperation agreement with China.

• Sonderborg inspires and assists Chinese county Haiyan  

 (440,000 citizens) to achieve its ambitions to become  

 a leading Chinese role model for green urban transition  

 in China. Sonderborg also joined the EU-China Urba- 

 nization Partnership Forum in Beijing 2013 and signed  

 together with Haiyan as one of only 5 EU-China energy  

 role models for city-cooperation’s.

• ProjectZero initiated in 2012 a municipal network of  

 strategic energy planning across municipal boarders in  

 collaboration with the Region of Southern Denmark.  

 The Network is scaling up ProjectZero’s best practice  

 solutions and in cooperation developing new solutions.

• Sonderborg has in 2015 committed to the Compact 

 of Mayors, as the new global platform for City climate  

 initiatives, commitment, planning and reporting.

Sonderborg attracts international attention due to two 

factors: Firstly, the founding partners of ProjectZero 

linked the climate agenda to business and job creation. 

Secondly, the initiation of Bright Green Business activities, 

including demonstrations of energy efficiency and conver-

sion to renewable energy. Sonderborg is an awarded and 

recognized front-runner among the world’s climate and 

energy networks.

Sonderborg’s ProjectZero has demonstrated that it’s 

doable to address the climate challenge at local and city/

municipal level. And Sonderborg is committed to defend 

and preserve the position as global front-runner in order to 

secure local climate actions together with businesses. 

A green mark on the global development
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Bright Green Business

The ProjectZero initiative

The ProjectZero Company was established in 2007 as 

a public-private partnership by SE, Danfoss Foundation, 

Municipality of Sonderborg, DONG Energy and Nordea 

Bank Foundation. Sønderborg Forsyning joined the part-

nership in 2014. University of Southern Denmark is also a 

boardmember.

The Board of Directors, in cooperation with local stake-

holders, develop plans and specific initiatives to achieve 

the ambitious community goals, monitor results and 

impact and initiate corrective actions, when required. 

The thinking, the lessons learned and the concepts are 

scalable to much bigger cities all over the world – and 

prove that combating the climate challenge is doable.
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